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In 2040, communities in every part of the world are enabling all their children to have the education, support, and opportunity to shape a better future for themselves and all of us. These communities are inspiring and informing a worldwide movement to achieve this everywhere.
TEACH FOR ALL’S 10-YEAR INTENDED OUTCOMES

• We are developing a significant number of extraordinary leaders who teach successfully in high-need communities and continue working to ensure all children have the opportunity to fulfil their potential.

• All across the network, participants and alumni are ensuring students attain an excellent education that enables them to grow as leaders who will shape a better future for themselves and all of us.

• We are an interconnected global community of students, teachers, alumni, staff and allies who are learning from and supporting each other.

• We are an engine of innovation and learning, sharing expertise from within and beyond our network on creating transformational progress in classrooms and communities.

• We are an influential voice in the global discussion, advocating based on our diverse experiences for equity and opportunity for children.
AN EXCITING NEW PARTNERSHIP
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